
Surface Transportation Board has
mixed record on rail line
proposals
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The federal agency deciding whether a new rail line should cut
through Rock County has approved and denied similar projects in
recent years.

The Surface Transportation Board in 2008 approved Canadian
National's acquisition of Elgin, Joliet and Eastern Rail, a company
that operated roughly 200 miles of rail in the central Midwest,

according to the board
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decision report.

Like the Great Lakes Basin
project proposed for Rock
County, the project was met
with resistance from people
who lived in the area.

While the rail project used
only existing rail lines,
much of the track was not
being used prior to the
acquisition, and it
increased rail traffic to
previously low or no traffic
areas, according to the
report.

Petitioners challenged the
environmental impact
statement but came up
short, according to the
report.

The board argued the
benefits of freeing up congested Chicago rail traffic helped to
alleviate in-city pollution and outweighed the potential negatives,
environmental or otherwise, according to the report.

Conversely, the board in 2015 denied an application for Tongue
River Railroad to construct a 60-mile rail line through Rosebud
County, Montana, according to the board's 2015 annual report.

Many of the complaints issued by Tongue River area residents are
similar to complaints about the Great Lakes Basin project.

The Montana rail line started at a coal mine. The rail would have
transported coal from a mine to a place where it would then be
processed, according to the decision report issued by the board.

Much of the ranch land which would have been divided by a rail
line, according to a complaint issued by a Montana rancher to the
Surface Transportation Board.
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Many of the complaints in Rock County similarly argue that the
proposed rail line would divide farm land, and some had concerns
about the railroad's impact on local water supplies.

The board's decision does not cite any environmental reasons for
blocking the railroad, but the lack of a tangible need and the
financial instability of the coal company.

One of the main arguments made by groups opposing the Rock
County project is the lack of tangible need for the project.

The Surface Transportation Board, an a federal agency overseen be
the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation,
is made up of presidential appointees. It has full autonomy in
deciding whether The Great Lakes Basin rail will be built. State and
local officials have not authority in the matter.

A review of the board's annual reports indicates the board
approves a majority of new rail line construction applications, but
the Great Lakes proposal is one of the biggest rail construction
projects ever submitted to the board.

The 262-mile project would be the largest U.S. rail line constructed
in 100 years, Great Lakes Basin President Frank Patton said.

The Great Lakes Basin project does not have a timeline, and
company officials were unwilling to speculate about when they will
finish the application.

The rail would start in Milton, turn west between Janesville and
Beloit, and turn south into Illinois and around Chicago.

The reason for the rail is to bypass Chicago, allowing all freight
trains to avoid the convoluted and congested Chicago rail network.

It takes a freight train 33 hours to make its way through Chicago,
but the bypass would allow trains that are not dropping off freight
in the city to pass around it in only eight to nine hours, Patton said.

Great Lakes Basin is proposing a Class 5 rail line that could
accommodate trains at up to speeds of 70 mph.

Two groups have formed to oppose the proposal in Rock County:
Rock Against the Rail and Save Our Farmland.
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Rock Against the Rail is a grassroots movement founded in rural
Clinton. It advocates for a no-build, no-action option. Save Our
Farmland has adopted a somewhat milder position, Rock Against
the Rail founder Mirjam Melin said.

Officials from Save Our Farmland were unavailable for comment.
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